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B2.1

Installing the Drain Back Unit (DBU)

Attach the DBU to a solid masonry wall in an accessible heated location, normally next to the hot
water cylinder. Remove the front cover and secure the unit through the holes in the metal back plate
using wall plugs and screws. Where possible avoid mounting the unit on stud-partition walls. However,
if there is no alternative then mount on 36mm (or thicker) MDF backboard screwed to timber studs.
Alternatively the base of the DBU may be drilled and screwed to the floor.
To eliminate the requirement for servicing the DBU MUST be situated in a frost free location,
otherwise the freeze protection of the drain back system is negated and the antifreeze must be added
and regularly serviced. Alternatively you may choose to put the DBU in a cold place such as a loft
space in the knowledge that antifreeze will always be required. With a large diameter coil the DBU
MUST also be higher than the solar coil (see B3 fig 2 for details).
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B2 Figure 1: Drainback unit – schematic and photographs
Dimensions of a standard 3.1 litre pump unit:
Height: 570mm, Width: 265mm, Depth: 165mm.

B2.2

How Drain-Back Works by the Gravity-Siphon Effect

When the pump switches off, water is drawn through the solar circuit and out the drain-back bottle by
a gravity siphon effect. This occurs when the pump pressure no longer holds the air inlet valve closed,
creating two unequal height columns of water, which initiates an uni-directional draining of the
pipework. Any remaining surface water drains-back due to gravity and the gradient of the pipes, which
is why the pipes always run downhill even though most water is drained out, siphonically. If there are
any low spots water may collect, freeze and split pipes or prevent drainback.
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B2.3

Planning Pipe Runs to Ensure Drain-Back

To ensure complete drain-back, all pipe work, from the back of the panel to the DBU and hot water
cylinder, must have a downward gradient of at least 1:20. However, where possible we recommend a
minimum gradient of 1:10 to allow a margin for error or kinks in the pipework. No pipe from the back of
the collector should go upwards. The reason for this is to ensure the removal of any surface water left
in the pipes after siphonic drain-back. All the water must be removed to prevent any risk of freezing. If
drain-back pipe runs are not possible, pipes may go upwards, but only if no water will collect in an
unheated space.
In exceptional circumstances where drainback cannot be guaranteed, the antifreeze provided must
not only be used, but must be regularly serviced. Bear in mind that water/antifreeze mix will boil in the
panel in stagnation conditions, but will then condense back into the drainback vessel. If the collector
will not drainback then an 18 litre solar expansion vessel should be T’eed into the pipe return pipe
work pre-charged to 1.5 bar.
In any case antifreeze must be added on new installations, in case drainback is for some
reason not achieved (or the collector guarantee will be void).
Pipe work from the hot water cylinder to the DBU unit can have an upwards gradient as it is not
important to drain all the water out of the solar coil in the hot water cylinder, or pipes, unless they are
in a cold place.
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B2 Figure 2: Ensuring correct drain-back of pipes. Pipes from the panel must have a minimum
downwards gradient of 1:20 and preferably 1:10.
Compression fittings should always be used for the 8mm connections to the solar collector. This joint
will then not be affected by high stagnation temperatures, nor will there be any possibility of melting
the flexi stainless steel to copper joint, which would be the case if soldered. Higher temperature
(230˚
C) lead free solder joints may be used elsewhere, but this does introduce flux into the system,
which will require flushing out. Using push fit and compression fittings throughout has the advantage
of a cleaner system and eliminates any risk of fire.
If drainback cannot be achieved (e.g. collector below DBU) then water will be left in the collector,
which will boil off if stagnation conditions are reached. In order to accommodate this condition an
expansion vessel should be T’d into the cooler return leg of the solar circuit on an un-insulated dead
leg of at least 0.5m long 22mm copper pipe. This should be suitably rated for solar application
(temperature 120C, pressure 6 bar and anti-freeze compatible) and mounted with the connection on
the top or side (not below) whilst retaining access to the schreider valve for servicing. The vessel
should be pre-charged (whilst open circuit) to a pressure of 3 bar. A vessel of 18 litres should be used
for 1 or 2 collectors.
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B2.4

Pipe and DBU Sizing

The diameter of solar pipework must be sized small enough to allow siphonic drainback, but not so
small as too cause too high a hydraulic resistance. Having determined the appropriate pipe diameter,
then the circulated volume of liquid can be calculated and an appropriate volume drainback vessel
selected. Imagination supply two standard DBU’s which allow for most cases. In addition we can
supply an additional ‘slave’ drainback vessel, which will provide sufficient liquid volume for extra long
pipe runs.
The outside diameter (mm) of copper microbore pipe size can be determined using the table below. It
is dependant upon the number of panels to be installed per system and the distance of pipe from the
collector to the cylinder.
Pipe Diameter (mm) vs Length
Distance from cylinder to collector (m)
No. of
≤5
≤10
≤15
≤20
≤30
≤40
Panels
1
8
8
8
8
10
10
2
8
10
10
10
10
12
3
10
10
12
12
12
15
4
10
12
12
12
15
15

≤50
10
12
15
15

The circulated volume of water in the solar system is the volume of water in the flow and return
pipework, plus the volume of water in each collector. If the DBU is below the solar coil, then the solar
coil volume must also be added on. The ‘active volume’ of the DBU, between maximum and minimum
water levels must be greater than this, preferably with a safety margin. The following table may be
used to work out the circulated volume and hence drainback vessel sizing.
Pipe size
OD
(mm)
8
10
12
15

Pipe wall
thickness
(mm)
0.8
0.8
0.8
1

Unit volume
litres/metre

Total length
(Flow+return)
(m)

0.032 X
0.055 X
0.085 X
0.133 X

Volume
(Litres)
=
=
=
=

TOTAL CIRCULATED PIPE VOLUME =
SOLAR COLLECTOR VOLUME@0.7 LITRES
COIL VOLUME IF APPLICABLE =
OTHER VOLUME

=
=
=

GRAND TOTAL OF CIRCULATED VOLUME

=

Each drainback vessel has an ‘active volume’ (between maximum and minimum water levels) of 2.1
litres, available for circulation. Allowing a safety margin, assume 1.9 litres per drainback vessel is
available, which must be greater than the circulated volume.
If the circulated volume is greater than 1.9 litres then a double DBU is required. If the circulated
volume is greater than 3.8 litres then a ‘slave’ drainback vessel will be required. If in doubt always
assume larger DBU volume.
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Some calculations for various DBU/Collector combinations:
No. collectors =
No. DBU bottles =
DBU volume active =
Collector volume =
Coll.+ hose volume (1m hose) =

1
1

1
2

2
1

2
2

3
2

4
2

1.9
0.7
0.732

3.8
1.4
0.732

1.9
1.4
1.464

3.8
2.1
1.464

3.8
2.8
2.197

3.8
2.8
2.929

Pipe
Pipe
Internal
Ø
Wall
Volume
(mm)
(mm)
(litres/m)
Maximum pipe runs EACH WAY (m)
8
0.8
0.032
18.1
6.8
36.3
10
0.8
0.055
27.7
3.9
21.1
14.5
7.9
12
0.8
0.085
2.6
13.7
9.4
5.1
15
1
0.133
6.0
3.3
ie. Length of pipework above the water level to the collectors when system is fully drained back.
NB. The total pipe length is DOUBLE the each way pipe length.

Collector

“Each way” pipe length =
distance from water line to
collector in metres

B2 Figure 4: DBU with double
drainback vessels

Water line system fully
drained back

Double DBU examples:
1 collector  up to 27m 10mm pipe
Pump Unit

2 collectors  up to 21m 10mm pipe
Solar
Coil

B2 Figure 3: DBU and pipe diagram
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B2.5

Antifreeze

A 1.15 litre bottle of Fernox Alphi 11 Antifreeze is provided as standard with all drainback units. This
also protects against sedimentary deposit and corrosion in the pipework. Whilst the ISL system is
designed for drainback and minimal maintenance, this should always be used for added security for
any new installation. The provided antifreeze must be used; else the panel guarantee will be void. A
concentration of 40% gives protection down to -19ºC. Please order more if protection at a lower
temperature is required and for larger capacity systems (e.g. large diameter solar coils, long pipe
runs).
The antifreeze is a high-temperature product and is purposely designed for solar systems, however,
there are a couple of things to bear in mind when using it.

Some glycol-based antifreeze is not 'tin tolerant' (it may leach tin out of tin based solder). Whilst the
antifreeze provided should not encounter these problems it is best practice to minimise the number
of soldered joints.

Antifreeze mix is very 'thin' in the sense that it leaks from the smallest of gaps. It is recommended
that copper olives are used rather than brass, as they squash down better to seal small gaps in
compression joints.
If antifreeze is required then it must be of adequate strength and must be tested at least every
three years. The recommended test method is by means of a refractometer using the
propylene glycol scale. Simply draw off a drop of liquid from the drain-cock of the
DBU for testing. It is the responsibility of the installer to ensure adequate anti-freeze
strength based on the system volume and local winter conditions.

B2.6

Running the Pipework

Once the route of the pipes has been planned you are ready to fix them.

 Fit pipe clips at least every 500mm (or every rafter) for horizontal runs and 1000mm for vertical.
Some installers prefer to use cable ties instead.

 Fit timber battens to support any pipe runs across open spaces. Do not run pipes loose in the loft
space. Ensure they are clipped to secure straight supports.

 Run the pipes from the collector to the DBU unit and to the hot water cylinder ensuring:
a) The pipes must be insulated with the pipe insulation provided. Slide the insulation on first. Do
not split and tape. This insulation is specially designed for high temperature applications. Do
NOT use any other insulation that is not designed for high temperatures as it may melt. It is
essential that all pipe work is insulated to prevent energy loss (see figure 5). Any joins in the
pipework insulation should be taped or glued.
b) Ensure no pipes are kinked or dented as this will restrict water flow.
c) Preferably use pushfit or compression joints. If soldered joints are used avoid excessive
solder on joints as this may block the microbore pipes. Try and have as few joints as possible,
but where pipe must be soldered ensure it is tidy and not excessive.
d) De-bur all cut ends of pipe to minimise friction.
e) Always use push fit or compression joints where risk of fire.

22 mm Snap-over
Pipe Clip
Insulation, diam. 36 mm
Copper pipe, diam. 8 mm

B2 Figure 5: Pipe clips used over insulation and alternative
option of using cable ties. N.B. wooden batten that supports pipe
work as it crosses the void between the collector and airing
cupboard.
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B2.7

Hydraulic Length and Symmetry

When installing a 2-collector system it is necessary to get equal hydraulic length and symmetry. If any
doubt then add antifreeze (See figure 6 for details).

BEST
This solution gives both equal hydraulic
length in the pipe run and symmetry. Air will
be purged from both panels simultaneously,
ensuring complete drain back.
The junctions for splitting the pipe work
occur at exactly halfway between the
panels so air and water are pumped through
both panels at the same time.
8

Note: When two or more collectors are in
parallel, the pipe connecting the inlets should
be higher than the one connecting the
outlets. If this is not done then drain back will
not be complete.

8

8

8
10

10

NOT IDEAL
In this situation the hydraulic length is the
same but it is not symmetrical. As a result
purging air will reach one panel before the
other and drain back may be incomplete.
This can be used for larger multi panel
systems but hydraulic calculations must be
made. Antifreeze should always be used as
a precaution with this design of system.
8

8
8
10

10

WRONG
Do not connect panels in series. In this
situation water would be heated in the left
panel first and then heated up further when
passing through the right panel. Under
optimum light levels the right panel would
be inefficient at increasing the temperature
further and possibly produce dangerously
high temperatures.

8
8

8

B2 Figure 6: Plumbing arrangement for two panels
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B2.8

Filling and Commissioning

Prior to water filling it is recommended that the system is pressure tested with air via the draincock on
the DBU. Air pressure may be generated by a foot pump, bicycle pump, garden sprayer or portable
car tyre compressor adapted to a 10mm connection. A dry test pressure gauge and isolation valve or
shreider valve should be built into the 10mm filling pipe to seal the air pump from the system.
Pressurize system to 6 bar, close isolation valve to air pump and watch pressure gauge for drop off in
pressure over time. Use liquid soap on joints to investigate any possible leaks.
If solder joints have been used then hot water at around 60-80C̊ should be used to fill and flush the
solar system. In bright weather the solar system will heat it’s own hot water from cold. In dull
conditions hot tap water or water from a kettle may be used. This is not necessary to heat the water if
push fit and compression joints have been used throughout. Failure to flush the system out thoroughly
can result in a dirty filter which creates a high flow resistance. Not only can this reduce flow rates, but
it can prevent drainback.
1. Run the system for at least 10 minutes by which time any debris in the pipes should have
been flushed into the filter or drainback bottle.
2. Switch off the power supply and wait a few minutes for all the water in the solar panel to drain
back into the bottle. The level of water in the vessel will rise. Depending on layout some water
may remain in the coil.
3. Using the drain cock and extension tube empty dirty water from the drain-back vessel. Then
remove and clean the black inline filter and replace.
4. Add the antifreeze at this point and not before.
5. Top up the drainback vessel with clean water up to the maximum fill level. This is essential as
it provides the expansion volume for the whole system.
6. Switch on the power supply and re-run on test mode checking that the water level does not
drop below the marked minimum level. If water falls below minimum level then DBU may be
undersized for length of pipe run.

B2 Figure 7: Filling the drainback unit
B2.9

Maintenance

There is no planned maintenance of the solar system if installed correctly in a drainback configuration
with the drainback unit in a warm place. However keep an occasional eye on the water level in the
system just in case of leaks. If installed in a non-drainback configuration or with the drainback unit in a
cold space, then antifreeze levels should be checked and topped up as necessary.
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Appendix B2
Design Limitations for Drainback Circuit
When properly designed, installed and commissioned an Imagination Solar system will drainback
whenever the pump is not operating, providing protection against winter frost damage to solar
collectors, without the need to use or maintain anti-freeze. If this is ever in doubt then anti-freeze must
be added and maintained throughout the life of the system. The main reasons for which antifreeze
may be required are:

 DBU in a cold place which might freeze

 No continuous gradient from collectors down to DBU

 Airlocks caused by large diameter sections of pipe

 Wrong solar coil spec causing an air lock

 Pipework over-long, wrong diameter, too complex

 Controller without (or too short) a fill time delay or drainback time delay
This appendix will provide greater insight in how to correctly design the circuit to ensure drainback and
thereby make the system free of planned maintenance. First, however, a few examples of what will
cause ‘siphonic drainback’ to fail:

B2 Figure 8: Section of 15mm flow pipe interrupting siphon in
an 8mm solar circuit. Flow is downward and an air pocket will
form at the top of the 15mm pipe.

B2 Figure 9: Low sections in pipework in
attic will freeze and form ice plug.
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B2 Figure 10: Double helix type
solar coil will form an airlock.

B2 Figure 11: Long run of
underground solar pipework.

In all of these cases the solar system will work perfectly well, but anti-freeze must be added and
maintained.
In addition to these obvious examples an understanding of why over long, complicated or wrong
diameter pipework will prevent drainback is also essential:

 Pipework of too small a diameter will not only restrict flow when the pump is flowing, but also
hinder the initiation and velocity of flow during drainback.

 Pipework of too large a diameter will diminish the cohesive forces holding the ‘string’ of water
together, allowing air cavities, which break the siphon.

 Over long or complicated pipework, like too small pipework, reduces the forces initiating and
maintaining
Experience and a fluid dynamics analysis of these parameters has produced diagrams for guidance
(see “Maximum pipe runs” below).
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Maximum Pipe Runs

In a drainback system, when the pump stops, all the fluid in the collector drains back into the DBU. In
order to avoid any fluid staying in the collector, the water requires a certain velocity in the pipes.
For a one collector system with 8mm pipes the velocity in the pipes has to be at least 0.2 m/s. The
driving pressure to achieve this velocity is, in the beginning, a water column with the height c. This
driving pressure gradually increases to c + b then more. The hydraulic resistance in the pipes reduces
this velocity. The hydraulic resistance depends on the total pipe length.
So for a proper drain back of the fluid in the panel a minimum height ‘b’ can be defined at a certain
horizontal distance ‘a’.

If b is
If b is
If b is
If b is

between 150 and 400mm, the max distance a is 3 meters (min. avg. gradient = 1:20).
between 400 and 1000mm, the max distance a is 5 meters (min. avg. gradient = 1:12.5).
between 1000 and 1500mm, the max distance a is 7 meters (min. avg. gradient = 1:7).
larger than 1500mm the, max distance a is 10 meters (min. avg. gradient = 1:4).

If b is larger than 5 meters a hydraulic resistance has to be placed in the pump units, in order to avoid
a too high underpressure in the panel. Contact our technical department if this is the case.
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DBU and pipe size flow chart
No. of Collectors?

Each Way Pipe Length?
8mm pipe
1 DBU
max 18.1m

≤18m
1

10mm pipe
2 DBUs
max 27.7m

> 18m

1 DBU
max 3.9m
2

≤30m
10mm pipe

2 DBUs
max 21.1m

≤14.5m

10mm pipe
2 DBUs
max 14.5m

> 14.5m

12mm pipe
2 DBUs + slave

≤5m

10mm pipe
2 DBUs
max 5m

> 5m

12mm pipe
2 DBUs + slave

3

4
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